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Grit, according to the thought leader and social scientist Dr. Paul G. Stoltz, is the
“capacity to dig deep, to do whatever it takes” to achieve one’s goals. Understanding
how to strengthen and deploy grit has been central to Stoltz’s life’s work. In 1987, he
founded Peak Learning, Inc., a consultancy that has worked with leading Fortune 500
companies and government agencies. He’s also the founder and managing director of
the GRIT Institute and Global Resilience Institute, a research organization. His resume
is an over-achiever’s dream: collaborations with MIT, Carnegie Mellon, Harvard
Business Review,Princeton, and Cornell, among others. 

Doggedly, Stoltz, 60, has pursued the science of grit in all its contortions and the ways
it fuels human progress. As a best-selling author, lecturer, and consultant, Stoltz has
evangelized the benefits (and pitfalls) of grit to the world. One of his most influential
creations is the Adversity Quotient, or AQ, a system for measuring the amount of one’s
resilience, seen by many as a likely predictor of a person’s success in life.

In his latest book, GRIT: The New Science of What it Takes to Persevere, Flourish,
Succeed, Stoltz laid out a methodology “for growing both the quantity and quality” of
one’s grit. In what are trying times for just about all of us, Penta spoke with Stoltz
while he was at home in San Luis Obispo, Calif., about how individuals can do this for
themselves. 

PENTA: How are applying your expertise on grit and adversity in the Covid-19 pandemic?
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Paul G. Stoltz: I’m so energized by it. My life’s work has been helping people decode,
measure, and strengthen what they do with adversity. That’s what AQ and grit are all
about. Never has this work been more relevant than now. We’ve been besieged by
requests from all over the world. It’s incredibly gratifying to be put to use in this way.
And it’s been a real energizing activity to pivot the business. A significant chunk of our
revenue came from live events, whether it be keynotes or programs. Suddenly that
vaporized overnight. Adapting has been a fun challenge. We’re fundamentally
reinventing Peak in some really cool ways.

What are some things people are asking you right now? 

We are being called upon by some of the biggest companies in the world to help walk
them through what we call your core strategy for how you’re going to, not just respond
to, but ideally harness this adversity. That, by definition, means you’re gonna use it to
come out stronger and better than you would otherwise. 

It’s government agencies, small businesses, entrepreneurs, [and] leaders, and they’re
saying, “Help me get my head around this and think at that higher level. Right now
we’re so buried in survival mode.” Helping them craft their pandemic story, asking
them, “If adversity is the ink with which we write our narrative, what one do you want
to write and what are you writing now? When you come out the other side, what do
you wish you had done during this time that you haven’t done yet?”

I’m also being asked to do a lot of webinars and virtual sessions, everything from giant
keynotes for digital conferences with several thousand people to having to work with
my team [on videochat]. 

What is one surprising discovery you’ve made about grit?

Years ago, I began asking leaders all over the world, “On a scale from one to 10, how
important is grit?” They always give it a 10 without fail. Then I ask, “What matters
more, the quantity or quality of your grit?” We’ve asked half a million people. To this
day, 100% say quality. 100%! When it comes down to it, the quality of grit matters more
than the quantity of it. 

Up to now the whole conversation has been about what I call grit 1.0: sheer, raw
perseverance, never-say-die, the stuff they teach the army and sports teams. Okay. But
isn’t there a difference between dumb and smart grit, between good and bad grit? One
measures and gets at the effect you have on the people around you as you go after
your gnarliest goals. That effect can be intentional or unintentional. 

How does one sustain grit over time? 

A lot of people are like cheap sandpaper. It has a ton of grit but as soon as you apply
that grit, it starts to wear off fast. I think a lot of people’s journey with grit is like that. It
doesn’t replenish terribly well. There are a lot of people who’ve come up to me to say
that they had so much more grit when they were younger.

What does it take to maintain grit over the long haul? Number one: a really worthy
goal. How many of us have wasted really good grit on an unworthwhile goal, the
wrong relationship or job? Without the why, there is no try. If the why is a two, the try is
not gonna be a 10; the why has to be a 10. You have to constantly check in on
yourself: in what ways are you demonstrating smart versus dumb grit? What I love
about good grit is that it creates the flywheel. The more positive and beneficial effect I
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have on the people around me as I’m going after a goal, the more good energy it
generates and the better I feel which gives me more energy to go after it even more. 

There are some people right now becoming more robust, stronger and fortified,
rejuvenating during this pandemic: running, getting outside, meditating, or reading
more. Others are doing the opposite, accelerating the wear and tear, letting the virus
become a deeper virus of fear, anxiety, and consternation. 

What is the “why” during this pandemic?

When adversity strikes, you gotta turn into the storm. Part of that is asking yourself
what’s the worst thing that can happen right now? For some, losing your business or
your job, that’s pretty dang bad. It’s happening fast in numbers never seen. If you’re
there, then the why may be food, water, and shelter. 

The reason I ask that question is because it’s either one of two things: it’s either,
“That’s a bummer, but not that bad”; or it’s what I called a U-squared: utterly
unacceptable. You can’t feed your child: utterly unacceptable. U-squared galvanizes
you. Your why is a 10. Here’s the secret: For many of the strongest whys, it’s not about
you but for others. If you can find out why that is for others, then it’s stickier and more
compelling.


